Introduction.
In a recent paper [5] Zeev Nehari established a criterion for disconjugacy1 of (P(x)y')' + f(x)y = 0, a g x< co,
for p(x) = l and f(x) positive and continuous, in terms of the least eigenvalue X(o) of the corresponding eigenvalue problem (p(x)y')' + Xf(x)y = 0, y(a) = y'(b) = 0, a ^ x < b < <*>.
His basic criterion for disconjugacy turned out to be 1 <X(5) for a<0<oo. If p(x)>0 is continuous and fal/P= °°, then the substitution t -fll/p transforms the first equation into one where p = l and the new f-interval is infinite. Thus this more general case reduces to Nehari's and again the criterion is 1 <X(o). However part of the whole picture seems to be lost by this transformation. If Ial/P=co and /r/=00> then the well-known Leighton-Wintner Oscillation Theorem [4; 8] states that the equation (py')'+fy = 0 is oscillatory.2 Also, if both integrals are finite, the equation is nonoscillatory.3 These conclusions may be strengthened to strongly oscillatory and strongly nonoscillatory, respectively, as is evident from the definitions [5] . The cases of interest in this paper are those where one integral is infinite and one is finite.
As will be seen in §5, if /"/= oo and (py')'+fy = 0 is disconjugate, then X(o)->0 (as the reciprocal of flf) and another disconjugacy criterion is needed for this case.
However, by noting that the necessary conditions for disconjugacy are related to quadratic functionals, which Reid [6] has connected to the nonexistence of focal points, Nehari's and other necessary conditions are obtained for more general conditions on the coefficients. Also, the case of /"/= °°, together with disconjugacy of (1), is discussed.
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1 Every nontrivial solution has at most one zero on a^x< a>. 2 Every solution has infinitely many zeros on a^x< ». 3 Every nontrivial solution has at most a finite number of zeros on a Sx< °°.
1. Variational criteria for nonexistence of focal points. Consider the real differential equation
where, almost everywhere (a.e.) on a^x < °o : p(x) >0, f(x) ^0; for each b, a<&<°°, p(x), p_1(x), and f(x) are Lebesgue integrable (L(a, b)) on a^x^b and f"f>Q. The designation (1) will stand for L[y]=0, a.e. on a^x< a>, together with the above-mentioned conditions on the coefficients. It is understood that all coefficients are defined a.e. on the interval considered.
A function y(x) is said to be a solution of (1) provided y(x) is absolutely continuous (a.e.) on a^x^b for a<b< &> and there exists an associated absolutely continuous function yi(x) on a^x^b such that yi(x) =p(x)y'(x) a.e. on a^x^b for a<0<°o and y{(x) = -f(x)y(x) a.e. on a^x< <». The subscript 1 will be used to denote this associated function. Thus, the fundamental differential system is4
A point b is said to be a right focal point of a (with respect to (1)) provided a<0<<»
and there exists a nontrivial solution y(x) of (1) (in the sense of the preceding paragraph) such that it, and its associated function, satisfy the two point boundary conditions: (2) y(b) = yi(a) = 0.
Note that if p(x) is continuous and p(a)>0, then (2) becomes the familiar focal point conditions: y(b) =y'(a) =0.
Left focal points are defined similarly only with b<a. Recently W. T. Reid [6] pointed out a criterion for nonexistence of focal points in terms of the quadratic functional
Include in the designation (3), the same conditions on the coefficients as for (1) . Note that (1) is the Euler equation of (3).
The following statements aid in the formulation of Reid's criterion:
(F+) a < x g b contains no (right) focal point of a.
(FJ) a ^ x < b contains no (left) focal point of b.
1 Throughout this paper the equality sign ( = ) between two functions will denote that each function is defined a.e. and that they are equal a.e. on the interval considered. Of course, if both functions exist everywhere and are continuous on the interval then this "equality" is equivalent to identity. The same convention is observed for inequalities. The meaning should be clear from the content. [August The following basic theorem is that of Reid's [6, p. 198 ] stated in the more general terms of the conjugate point discussion of [7] , but only for the real scalar case. (1), there exist absolutely continuous functions r(x) and 6(x) such that for afkxfkb< oo,
and, furthermore,
This transformation will be used to establish necessary conditions for disconjugacy of (1) on afkx< oo. The first lemma is due to Hille [3] for p = l and continuous/(x); however, he should have had an additional condition on f(x) so that it would not be identically zero for large x, as is illustrated by the following: Example 2.1. Let x0 be the smallest positive zero of the solution Y(x) of y"+xy = 0, y(0) = l, y'(0)=0. Let p(x) = l, /(x)=-x on a= -x0^x<0 and/(x) =0 on 0fkx< 00. Then clearly (1) has a solution satisfying y (a) = 0, y' (a) > 0 but y' (x) = 0 on 0 fk x < 00. Thus y (x) is only nondecreasing on a fkx < 00 . Proof. Perform the Priifer transformation (4):
Then u(x), Ui(x), r(x) and 6(x) are all absolutely continuous on a^x^b, a<b< °o , and (5b) becomes 8' = p-\x) cos2 6 +f(x) sin2 8, 8(a) = 0, or 8(x) = (p~y cos2 8 + f sin26) (nondecreasing on a 5= x < oo).
Also, since (1) is disconjugate and p~x>0, then O<0(x)O for a<x<oo.
Assume that a<c<oo and 0(c)=7r/2. If c<Ci and 8(x) = tt/2 on c^x^Ci, then 6'(x)=f(x)=0 on cgx^Ci.
Since /"/>0, there exists c2, c<c2< oo , such that 7r/2 <6(c2) ^6(x) <tt on c2^x< oo.
Now
/X /* X p~l cos2 9 ^ cos2 0(cs) I /"-1 -* oo, as x -> oo, which gives a contradiction and, hence, O<0(x) <7r/2 for a<x< oo. .n J,M(fj-')d>
4 L (/3-l)(l-a)J and the special cases (see [4] ):
Corollary 2.1.1. (Hille [3] ). a = 0, 0 = 2 yields fxap-lf"f<l for aSx<<*>, as a necessary condition for disconjugacy of (1) This section is concluded with an example which illustrates the results of the section and will also be used in the succeeding discussion. Note that this last result is the same as that of Corollary 2.1.1 with p~l and/ interchanged. However, the more general inequalities (7) and (8) appear to be quite different. The next section will show that p~l and/ can be interchanged in (7) and (8) when more restrictions are placed on /.
4. The "reciprocal" equation. Recall the first order system (1') y' = p~l(x)z, z'= -f(x)y on a^x^&<oo.
If y(x) is a solution of (1), then there exists a corresponding a.e. function yi(x) such that (y(x), yi(x)) is a solution of (1'). Furthermore, if/(x)>0 then yi(x) is a solution of the "reciprocal" equation (9) (p*(x)z')'+ f*(x)z = 0, p*=t\ f* = p~\
Note that if /M£-1 = oo and fxf< °=, then /°°£*-1 < oo and /"/* = oo, and conversely. Examples (2.1) and (3.1) illustrate (1) and (9). In addition to the hypotheses in §1, assume that/-1(x) belongs to L(a, b) for a<b< co.
and (1) is disconjugate on afkx< oo, then (9) is disconjugate.
Proof.
Let y = u(x) of Lemma 2.1 and Ui(x)=p(x)u'(x) where Ui(x) is a.e. Thenwi(x)>0on a = x< co , is a solution of (9) and, hence, (9) is disconjugate by the Sturm separation theorem. Unfortunately, the converse is not as strong. which is a solution of (1). Thus y(x) has one zero on a<x<co and, hence, no solution can have more than two zeros there.
The following example shows that the latter result can not be improved to correspond to Lemma 4.1.
Example 4.1. Let p(x) =f(x) = e~2M, a= -l=x<*>.
Then f^p-1 = oo and y(x) = (|x| -l)e|x| is a solution of (1) with two zeros at x= +1. Also,
l(3x + l)e~x, 0 fk x < oo j is a solution of (9), making (9) disconjugate on a<x< oo. The author has not succeeded in proving or disproving either of these theorems when the condition "f(x)>0
a.e." is removed, although they are true for the special case a = 0 and (3 = 2, as is shown by Corollaries 2.1.1 and 3.1.1. 5 . Growth of an eigenvalue. Recall from the introduction that Nehari [5] gives a criterion for disconjugacy of (1) in terms of the least eigenvalue X(6) of an associated boundary value problem when £=='1 and, hence, for fxl/p= °o. A natural question is raised then as to the bounds on \(b) when f"f= °o and (1) is disconjugate.
In this section necessary conditions on X(6) are obtained without the assumption of disconjugacy (but only if fxl/p < <*>) and, hence, are not sufficient for disconjugacy of (1). The discussion of this section will be based on the assumptions (additional to those with (1)):
/CO f% co / = oo and I p-1 < co.
Note that by Lemma 3.1, X(x) <1 for a<x<Ci, X(x) = 1 for Ci^xgc2 and 0 <X(x) < 1 for c2 <x < oo , using the notation of that lemma. Proof. Let 6(x, X) be the solution of the system (5b) with/(x) replaced by X/(x) when 0 ^X < oo. Hence, on a^x<<x>:
(9) 8'(x, X) = p-\x) cos2 0(x, X) + X/(x) sin2 0(x, X), 9(a, X) = 0.
For X = 0, 0o(x)=0(x, 0) can be determined explicitly; in fact, 80(x) = tan-Y j pr1) < ^^(f P'1) < r/2. 
